PREFACE
As there is nothing more beautiful in the intellectual wvorld than truth, so there is nothing more admirable in the moral world than the love of truth. In it are comprised scientific probity and justice-probity in regard to facts, justice in regard to persons. Both are essential to the honour and well-being of scientific institutions and publications, and both are lamentably wanting in this our cherished country. In the following pages I propose to pursue the rules for investigations in physiology, formerly laid down by me in my "Essay on the Circulation of the Blood," one of which is-in quoting the opinions of authors, always to do so in their own words. Much misrepresentation, often quite unintentional, would be avoided by the adoption of this rule. It will also be right to leave such quotations to speak their own language, without adding to or subtracting from their real force and meaning. In this manner opinions will not be ascribed to authors which, in reality, they never expressed, and we shall avoid the error of finding "complete anticipations" of discoveries where there is no anticipation whatever.
With these rules, only one thing more is required-the love of truth, scientific probity, and justice in regard to facts and to persons. Such are the principles by which I profess to have been guided in my recent investigations. [It is to be regretted that the remainder of this manuscript has not been found.]
OF THE PRINCIPLES OF INVESTIGATION IN PHYSIOLOGY
The sources of our knowledge in physiology, as in all natural science, are observation and experiment: the former consists in a sustained and watchful attention to events which pass under our eye in the ordinary course of nature; the latter, in devices for placing natural objects in new and unusual circumstances or situations.
Unhappily for the physiologist, the subjects of the principal department of his science, that of animal physiology, are sentient beings; and every experiment, every new or unusual Circulation, Volume XLVIII, September 1973 HALL situation of such a being, is necessarily attended by pain or suffering of a bodily or mental kind. Investigations in this science should, therefore, being exposed to peculiar difficulties, be regulated by peculiar laws. Otherwise, the physiologist will scarcely escape from the imputation of cruelty.
The first principle to be laid down for the prosecution of physiology is this: we should never have recourse to experiment, in cases in which observation can afford us the information required. The various cases of monstrosity, and the interesting facts supplied by comparative anatomy, afford us ample scope for pure observation. They are a sort of natural experiment. And it appears to me that, in general, they present to us far less equivocal phenomena than any which can result from an actual operation involving the infliction of violence or of pain.
The physiological argument deducible from the facts observed in cases of monstrosity, was first clearly drawn by Mr. Lawrence* in this country, and afterward by M. Lallemandt in France. The subject deserves still further attention, and will be repeatedly noticed in the following pages. M. Geoffrey-Saint Hilairet has beautifully (sic) portrayed the anatomy of monstrosity. It still remains to elucidate its physiology in the same complete and philosophical manner.
It may be remarked also that comparative physiology has not kept pace with comparative anatomy. But the subject appears at present to be obtaining due attention. It will be seen in the course of this little work, how indispensable the knowledge of comparative anatomy is to the physiologist.
In addition to the sources of physiological discovery afforded by cases of monstrosity and by comparative anatomy, the various results of disease and of accidents afford us examples of undesigned experiments. M. Lallemand appears to me to have availed himself of these circumstances, as a physiologist, § more completely than any other observer. And here the eloquent expression of Celsus may be not inaptly quoted: "quae cognosci in vivis possunt, in ipsis curationibus vulneratorum, paullo tardiu's, sed aliquanto mitiu's, usus ipse monstrabit."t[ As a second principle of the prosecution of physiology, it must be assumed that no experiment should be performed without a distinct and definite object, and without the persuasion, after the maturest consideration, that that object will be attained by that experiment, in the form of a real and uncomplicated result.
It will be repeatedly observed during the course of the following pages, that it is one of the most difficult things in physiology, to devise an unequivocal and unexceptionable experiment. I fear most physiologists have erred in this point of view, and have regarded and detailed, as the simple effect of one particular cause, what was in reality the unsuspected result of another, or the complicated result of several. Now an experiment made, in violation of the first of the principles just proposed, must be viewed as unnecessary; an experiment made in violation of the secondd, as useless; and both as unjustifiable.
Equally unjustifiable is the needless repetition of an experiment. Having, after a due consideration of these principles, concluded that a given experiment is, at once, essential and adequate to the discovery of a truth, it must next be received as an axiom, or fourth principle, that it should be instituted with the least possible infliction of suffering.
In this point of view, Dr. Philip has the highest merit. That gentleman discovered that in many cases the newly-dead animal might be substituted for the living one, not only without disadvantage, but with the great advantage of at once avoiding the infliction of pain, and its effects in complicating the result of the experiment. In every possible instance, therefore, his experiments were made upon subjects incapable of feeling pain. It was, in fact, but taking the rabbit killed as for one purpose, and applying it to another and a higher one.
In all cases, the subject of experiment should be chosen from the lowest order of animals appropriate to our purpose, as the least sentient; whilst every device should be employed, compatible with the success of the experiment, for avoiding the infliction of pain. The batrachian reptiles are especially animals of this kind; and for many physiological purposes, they may be promptly deprived not only of sensation, but of motion, by a means which will be described in an early part of this Essay.
Lastly, it should be received as a fifth principle, that every physiological experiment should be performed under such circumstances as will secure a due observation and attestation of its results, and so obviate, as much as possible, the necessity for its repetition.
With these objects, physiological experiments should, if possible, only be instituted with the aid of competent witnesses. Sources of error will, in this manner, be detected, should they exist, whilst unequivocal truths will be duly authenticated. The necessary repetition of the experiment will be instituted, while its unnecessary repetition will be avoided.
In order fully to accomplish these objects, it will be desirable to form a society for physiological research. Each member should engage to assist the others. It should be competent to any member to propose a series of experiments, its modes, its objects. These should be first fully discussed,-purged from all sources of complication, prejudice, or error,-or rejected. If it be determined that such series of experiments be neither unnecessary nor useless, in the sense which I have attached to those terms, they should then be performed, repeated if necessary, and duly attested. Lastly, such experiments, with the deductions which may flow from them, may then be published with the inestimable advantage of authenticity.
Pursued in this manner, the science of physiology will be rescued from the charges of uncertainty and cruelty, and will be regarded by all men, at once as an important and essential branch of knowledge and scientific research.
This appears to me to be true, when the object of investigation is merely to acquire knowledge, although we may not foresee its future application to any useful purpose; HALL how much more so when its application is obvious beforehand! I will suppose the case of drowning: whether our object be the restoration to life of a fellow-creature taken out of the water in a state of suspended animation; or the rescue from death of another fellowcreature under a criminal prosecution for supposed murder, I cannot imagine that an experimental investigation to determine the surest means of restoration in the first case, or the evidence of accidental or forcible death in the second, can for one moment be deemed otherwise than absolutely incumbent upon us. And if such a case be so imperative upon us, where shall we draw the line of distinction between it and others?
The whole science of medicine and surgery, indeed, is dependent on physiology. To exclude physiological investigation, would be to erect an utter barrier to the progress of our art, viewed in any other light than as mere empiricism. They alone can repaitr a machine who understand its construction and its movements.
In thus stating the argument in regard to what is right and just in physiological investigation, I have steered a course equally distinct from the heartless cruelties practised by some soi-disant physiologists, and the senseless declamation of others against what they are pleased to call vivisections. The whole argument may be concentrated to a point:-are Harvey, Haller and Hale worthy of our applause for their researches into the circulation, and the action of the heart? Let us remember that they performed experiments. It is not, therefore, to experiments that we can object, but to such experiments as are unnecessary or useless, or performed without regard to the pain or sufferings inflicted. We may at the same time admire the conduct of one experimentalist and condemn that of another.
Having ascertained any fact or facts, they should, in my opinion, in accordance with a sixth principle, be laid before the public in the simplest, plainest terms. Controversy can be of little service to science. If there be a difference of opinion, let us adopt the advice of Celsus:-"Quum haec per multa volumina, perque magnae contentionis disputationes, a medicis saepe tractata sint atque tractentur, subjiciendum quae proxima vero videri possint; quod in plurimis contentionibus deprehendere licet, sine ambitione verum scrutantibus; perinde ut in hac ipsa re.'* In quoting the opinion of other authors, I think it should always be in their own words. I have uniformly observed this rule in the following pages. From the frequent misconstruction of the meaning of an author without this precaution, I would consider this as a seventh and final principal (sic) of treating physiology.
Such are the principles to be adopted in our investigations and disquisitions in physiology. If they be carefully observed, this science will be divested of the charges-hitherto not undeserved-of cruelty and of uncertainty; and its beauty and importance will be recognized together. What an anomaly it must appear hereafter, that, in the early part of the nineteenth century, that department of physic which teaches the nature of the functions in the animal economy, was not recognized as an essential separate branch of the study of physic and surgery, in the schools of this metropolis! *Praef. "Since all these questions have been discussed often by practitioners, in many volumes and in large and contentious disputations, and the discussion continues, it remains to add such views as may seem nearest the truth. These are neither wholly in accord with one opinion nor another, nor exceedingly at variance with both, but hold a sort of intermediate place between diverse sentiments, a thing which may be observed in most controversies, when men seek impartially for truth, as in the present case." Circulation, Volume XLVIII, Septembef 1973
